CHAPTER 53
SEXUAL FULFILLMENT – A FOLLOW UP INDUCTION
FOR BEING SEXUALLY EMPOWERED
Overview:
After the initial sexually empowered induction is done and listened to at least twice
more, add this to reinforce and expand the inductions impact.
SEXUAL FULFILLMENT – A FOLLOW UP INDUCTION
As you are a healthy, active person it is good to know, it really is possible for you to
discover your total sexual abilities.
For like many things, different abilities arrive at different stages of our lives. As we mature
we learn new things about our changing self and discover different tastes in music or in food.
Perhaps new choices in the type of movies we see or the places we like to see or the places you
now like to go? Things change don’t they? So do our needs and desires change. As you mature
you develop certain attitudes and abilities to use our life experiences to handle situations in new
ways – differently than you once had done, and it can be surprising to many to discover, how after
so many years, you are now enjoying something, you never thought you would…perhaps an
unexpected friendship? Possibly a certain style you had once rejected or maybe yourself in a place
you vowed never to be caught dead in! Yet, in the often changing landscape you are
seeing…listening to, or be involved with, something you were once determined not to be or do –
never knowing how you wouldn’t not enjoy doing this very thing – more than you had ever
imagined. And as you take another deep relaxing breath you can relax even deeper now, you can
trust the unconscious mind, to do whatever it now knows, will be most enjoyable, to do, while the
conscious mind, goes deeper and deeper, into a pleasant hypnotic sleep – a vivid dream perhaps,
of how opening yourself up to new possibilities can be fun even if it consciously forgot how it
turned this reorientation over to the unconscious mind to do on its own – not even telling it of the
shifts now made.

